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The year 2021 ended with record low 

numbers as Myanmar navigates through the  

political turmoil and  COVID-19 crisis. 

Although down annually, property demand 

and rental levels have somewhat remained 

resilient at least on a half-yearly basis. This, 

indicating signs of a bottomed-out market 

and perhaps  possibly some level of 

recovery. 

With mobility improving, we expect business 

activities to somewhat  pick up albeit at 

limited capacities,  and likely to remain 

domestically driven at least in the near term.  

Meanwhile, a pent-up demand appears 

seeming.  Existing foreign investors continue 

to wait and see with some expressing keen 

interests to return. The reopening of Yangon 

International Airport and further ease on 

visa restrictions will be a crucial process. 

New foreign market entrants may however 

remain deterred until some levels of market 

stability is achieved. 
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Emerging Signs of Pent-up Demand 
Investors continue to wait and see

Year-end 2021 Yangon Property Indicators (Premium and Grade A) 

Indicators 
(Premium/ Grade A)

2021 
HOH Change 

2021 
YOY Change 

2022F 
YOY Change 

Office Ave. Rent -5% -11% -3%

Retail Ave. Rent -8% -13% -2%

Serviced Apartment Ave. Rent -9% -19% -7%

Hotel ADR -15% -30% -10%

Industrial Land Ave. Rent -8% -12% -3%

Commercial Land Ave. Sales Price -7% -18% -4%

Condominium Ave. Selling Price -2% -8% -2%
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Yangon office occupancy and net take-up rates

Source: CIM Property Consultants
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Yangon retail occupancy and net take-up rates

Source: CIM Property Consultants
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“record low rental 
levels further 

reinforce a tenant 
driven market; 
opportunistic 

investors on the 
look out  Foot traffic further increased across offices as vaccination rates improve. 

While the market anticipates a set back following the spread of the 

Omicron virus, this is seen as temporary, and a rebound is likely within a 

short span. We expect a return to offices to be more apparent in 2022. 

The total supply remained unchanged for the past two years at 454,000 sq m. 

M Tower is the only project anticipated to come online in 2022, while other 

developments remain either under construction or temporarily shelved. 

The citywide average rent rate dropped by a sizeable 11% YoY to end at 

USD23.5 per sq m per month. On a half-yearly basis, the rate remained at 

the sub USD24-level, indicating some signs of stability. We expect the rate 

to remain competitive as the market continue to face headwinds.  

The citywide average occupancy further declined to 63% albeit less on a 

half yearly basis than year-ago levels. Occupancy have somewhat 

improved significantly for serviced offices as companies consolidated 

their business operations. Meanwhile, fully-dedicated offices continue to 

transact at lower rates which could be timely for opportunistic occupiers.   

Towards the end of 2021, retail mobility improved with consumers becoming 

more confident spending time outdoors. However, propensity of purchases 

are observed to gear mostly towards essential goods and services,  F&B and 

entertainment activities as well as merchandising, IT and novelty products.    

The total supply remained unchanged with more than 378,000 sq metres in the 

last two years. Terminal M, with more than 20,000 sq m of leasable space is 

scheduled to open in Q1 2022. Other retail projects anticipated to open this year 

are Inno City Shopping mall and the expansion of The Central Boulevard. 

The citywide average rental rate dropped for the first time at the USD sub-20 

per sq m per month. We expect the overall rate to dwindle in the first half of the 

year while landlords aim to continually attract tenants. Shopping malls are likely 

to remain resilient and keep rates stable at least in the near term. 

The citywide average occupancy rate ended at 68% in 2021, a 15% dropped 

from year ago levels. As mobility improves, we expect an increase in occupancy 

during the first half of 2022 albeit at a modest growth while both consumers 

and retailers emerge from the lockdown measures imposed in the past year.   
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Yangon serviced apartment occupancy and net take-up rates

Source: CIM Property Consultants
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Yangon upper-scale hotel estimated ADR & occupancy rate

Source: CIM Property Consultants
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“The opening of the 
international airport 

as major key 
milestone to help 

sate demand amid 
the currently 

embattled 
hospitality market.”

As at the end of 2021, more than 800 serviced apartment units were vacated. 

This, following the exodus of expatriates witnessed in the last two years. We 

expect that the opening of the international airport will somewhat pave the 

way for the re-entry of some existing foreign businesses, albeit initially at

modest arrival numbers.  

Despite sizeable inventories amid weak demand, landlords are consistently 

adopting changes into their business plans to attempt and buoy revenue. This 

includes marketing more towards local demand by introducing competitive 

rental rates as well as promotional rates allowing for daily usages.  

The city-wide average rent has dropped by close to 20% YoY.  The average 

rent for studio unit rate declined  for the first time, well below the USD1,000 

per month mark. Meanwhile, rental rate for 3BR and above also declined 

yet at a lesser degree. These types remain popular formats  to C-level 

expatriates especially Premium and Grade A developments.  

Occupancy levels dropped by close to half than in 2020 and hit a new 

record low of 35% in average.  We advise landlords to continue offering 

promotional rates as well as revisiting foreign clientele  in anticipation of 

the opening of the international airport.  

Demand for hotels was generally subdued while foreign arrivals remain muted. 

Strategic packages adopting promotional rates may have somewhat attracted 

local demand yet inadequate to drive room revenues up.  The demand for hotel 

F&B however is somehow picking up - a focused revenue line for hoteliers going 

forward as the city emerges from COVID lockdown measures. 

The total supply of upper-scale hotels is unchanged at 5,500 rooms  as was in 

the past three years. Future developments remained shelved with limited 

construction activity. Meanwhile, some existing hotels are on temporary 

closures, attempting to mitigate cost while also waiting for recovery. Others, 

are seeking for investment opportunities. 

The citywide average daily rate is estimated to have improved in 2021 at 

USD99, driven mostly by local bookings especially during long holidays. 

Despite this, we suspect that the revenue per available room to be sizably 

low as the overall occupancy remained underwhelming. 
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We predict a noticeable increase in occupancy to occur only in the medium 

term once the international airport becomes fully operational followed by an 

improvement in foreign business confidence aligned with political stability 

and reforms.   
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Average price per sq metre of pre-selling condominiums

Source: CIM Property Consultants
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“A slight uptick in 
sales witnessed 

driven from 
intentions to store 
wealth; yet overall 

performance remains 
underwhelming”

Resulting from the pandemic challenges and the political crisis, a steep

decline in demand was witnessed over the last couple of years. The

dwindling mortgage market, high inflation, and high forex rates have also

contributed to the ongoing underwhelming sales performance.

However, with the lack of investment options, opportunities emerge for

some developments as the rather capable Myanmar buyers are investing

in form of wealth storage. As a result, we have seen sales uptick in some

high value developments as at end of 2021. The same has also been

observed in some mid-tier projects, especially priced below USD100,000

per unit, with purchase intentions toward end-use.

With most condominium prices considered high base in comparison to

regional counterparts, we forecast low-single digit growth of about 2% YoY

in the span of two to three years. At present pre-selling prices are likely to

remain the same and developers are likely to adopt more promotional

rates to attempt and stir sales.

Industrial & 
Capital 
Markets

“interest started to 
resurface in some 
infrastructure and 

industrial 
developments, albeit 

at its early stages”
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Trends

Outlook

As at November of 2021, the China-Myanmar border ports within the Golden Triangle have begun reopening. This, after being halted for

more than seven months given COVID restrictions. Similar ports within the regional areas were expected to follow suit driving trading and

logistics activities to modestly pick up. Though developments on new industrial parks remain sluggish, recent resumption of activities

prove to be positive indicators. While many developers remain cognizant, some foreign-invested developments are now gearing towards

revisiting projects, keeping a cautiously optimistic medium to long-term view. In fact, interest have started to resurface particularly in the

general trade areas of Hlegu and Bago region. Discussions among stakeholders on some infrastructure projects and economic zones have

also been revived, though at its early stages.

The opening of the international airport and the ease of visa restrictions will pave the way for the re-entry of some foreign businesses

albeit mostly on market due diligence mission trips – at least initially. At present, there are multiple existing assets of various scales and

progress, seeking for investment opportunities either through joint venture schemes, capital debt injections or outright sales. This would

likely be an opportune time for opportunistic investors and perhaps existing traditional investors to review and revisit the market. We

expect a gradual improvement in investment interest to slowly resurface which should then be reinforced with political stability and

subsequent policy reforms in the future.
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